Abstract. Shape sensitivity analysis is a tool that provides quantitative information about the influence of shape parameter changes on the solution of a partial differential equation (PDE). These shape sensitivities are described by a continuous sensitivity equation (CSE). Automatic differentiation (AD) can be used to perform this sensitivity analysis without writing any additional code to solve the sensitivity equation. The approximate solution of the PDE uses a spatial discretization (mesh) that often depends on the shape parameters. Therefore, the straightforward application of AD introduces derivatives of the mesh. There are two drawbacks to this approach. First, extra computational effort (especially memory) is used in these calculations due to mesh sensitivities. Second, this mesh sensitivity information needs to be computed in order to obtain accurate results. In this work, we provide a methodology that avoids mesh sensitivities (and their drawbacks) by defining a modified PDE on a fixed domain (i.e., independent of the shape parameter) such that AD provides the desired approximation of the CSE. Using two examples, we demonstrate significant improvement in the computational effort, both in terms of floating point operations and memory requirements. We explain how these code modifications can be applied to a wide variety of practical problems with minimal changes to the original code. These changes are negligible when compared to the complexity of writing a separate solver for the sensitivity equation.
The remainder of this work is organized as follows. In the next section, we provide background on different techniques for computing the state sensitivities and the relationships between them. To facilitate this discussion, we introduce two example problems. The first is a nonlinear two-point boundary value problem solved by a finite element method and the second is the Laplace equation in two-dimensional coordinates solved by a finite difference method. These allow us to describe our present AD methodology in section 3. In section 4, this methodology is applied and the results demonstrate its effectiveness on these example problems. Finally, we present our conclusions and extensions in section 5.
Background.
2.1. Example: Nonlinear two-point boundary value problem. As our first example, we consider a nonlinear two-point boundary value problem in the interval (0, a), a > 1, The subscript on A a indicates dependence of the operator on the parameter a, which occurs either through the boundary conditions or, by introducing a mapping function, through variable coefficients in the mapped operator (the operator obtained by mapping the problem to a fixed domain, e.g., (0,1) [7] ).
This example was used in [7, 19] since it has sufficient complexity (nonlinear with a parameter-dependent domain) as well as a closed form solution: u ex (x; a) = 4 x + (a − 1) 2 4 − 2(a − 1).
CSE.
We define the state sensitivity for the problem (1) to be s = ∂u ∂a . This quantity describes the behavior of the solution as the right end point (parameterized by a) is changed. As shown in [7] , s solves the CSE where Π a represents the derivative of the spatial location with respect to a. This term arises since the location where the boundary condition is evaluated is parameter dependent. For this problem Π a (x = 0; a) = 0 and Π a (x = a; a) = 1, leading to the boundary conditions in (2) . An important observation is that Π a only needs to be defined and evaluated on the boundary. Since we specify the parameterization of the shape, this quantity is well defined. It can be verified that differentiating u ex with respect to a provides a closed form solution to (2) and satisfies the boundary conditions (using u ex ).
Note that the sensitivity equation is a linear PDE. For the case above where A a is nonlinear, this equation requires the solution u in order to define L a . Additionally, for shape sensitivity problems (Π a = 0), u is required to compute the boundary conditions. Therefore, the solution to (1) needs to be obtained before the sensitivity equation can be solved.
Finite element algorithm. To illustrate our AD methodology in section 3, we consider a finite element approximation to the above equations. The domain (0, a) is subdivided into N elements which allow for either a piecewise linear or piecewise quadratic representation of the solution. The standard Galerkin procedure leads to a system of nonlinear algebraic equations which are solved using Newton's method. Convergence is declared when the 2 -norm of the residual drops below 10 −8 . Note that (1) and (2) share the same linearization and boundary condition types. Therefore, using a Newton method to solve the nonlinear finite element system for (1) produces the same system matrix as the finite element solution for (2) (using the previous iterate for u). The solution to the second linear system can be performed efficiently by solving the Newton system with an LU factorization and reusing this factorization to solve the second system. However, there are often computational advantages in using other linear system solvers, such as the conjugate gradient method. Thus, in many cases, code modifications to solve both linear systems may not be able to take advantage of this structure.
These algorithms are implemented in MATLAB. In particular, the Jacobian matrix is stored in the sparse data structure in order to minimize storage and CPU requirements. MATLAB vectorization is used in the Jacobian build to create a faster code. MATLAB features such as the sparse data structures and vectorization are exploited in the AD tools.
Example: Laplace equation in two dimensions.
This example features the finite difference solution to Laplace's equation in a parameter-dependent region. The region resembles a unit square with the exception of the bottom edge, which is a multiple of the sine function (see Figure 1) . Thus, we define the parameter-dependent portion of the boundary by the parametric curve 
(Ω a ) be a prescribed forcing function, and u be the solution to
x∈ (0, 1), and u(x, y = a sin(πx); a) = sin(πx) x ∈ (0, 1).
Note that although A a is linear, we use the notation A a (u) to parallel the example in the previous section.
For this example, we define the function f such that u has the closed form solution
Thus, f will be a nontrivial function of a in this example.
CSE.
The CSE, which describes the state sensitivity, can be derived by performing implicit differentiation of (3) with respect to a and interchanging orders of differentiation (assuming necessary smoothness). We make an additional assumption that ∂f ∂a ∈ H −1 (Ω a ) so that the solution s has the same regularity as u (as we effectively solve this equation with the same approximation scheme as problem (3) 
x ∈ (0, 1), and
For this example, the function describing the influence of the parameter on the boundary, Π a , is trivial on all sides except for Γ a . On this side, Π a (x, y = a sin(πx); a) = sin(πx) and appears in the boundary condition above. Note that L a is a differential operator which represents the linearization of A a with respect to u. As above, even though A a is linear, we'll maintain this notation throughout the paper for easy generalization to nonlinear problems (as in section 2.1).
Finite difference algorithm. For purposes of applying finite differences to solve problem (3), we introduce the mapping M a , which is a bijection of the form
Transformation to the square simplifies the construction of high order difference stencils, which can now be set up on a lattice. This mapping procedure also covers the case where finite difference points are clustered in regions where more accurate differences are needed. To treat a wider class of problems with more irregularly shaped domains, domain decomposition can be used to create subdomains, each of which can be mapped in this way. In practice, algorithms for calculating this mapping may require the solution of another PDE [20] .
The 
Once the mapping is defined, the PDE inΩ can be readily approximated since finite difference approximations inΩ are performed on a lattice,
A finite difference method is applied to (5) in the usual manner, considering second order central differences for all of the derivative terms. The resulting numerical approximation to the PDE inΩ is denoted byũ N , representingũ at the discrete points of the lattice. The finite difference approximation defines an algebraic equatioñ
Note thatb contains point evaluations of the forcing function and the nonhomogeneous values of the boundary conditions. The solution to (6) can be found by solving the linear system and this solution can be mapped back to Ω a (u N (x, y; a) = u N (M(x, y; a); a)).
Discrete sensitivity equations and mesh sensitivities.
In this section, we introduce the concept of mesh sensitivities and emphasize the differences and similarities between the differentiate-then-approximate and approximate-thendifferentiate approaches to obtain state sensitivities. To simplify this discussion, we restrict our attention to the finite difference algorithm from the previous section.
Rather than deriving the sensitivity equation and finding an approximation for it, many practitioners apply implicit differentiation to the discrete form of the equations, e.g., (6) , in order to determine the dependence of the solution on the parameter a. Straightforward differentiation leads to
The Jacobian matrix on the left-hand side of the equation above is the linearization ofÃ a and may be available in factored form if a direct solver is used to solve (6 All of the above terms are collectively referred to as the mesh sensitivities, since they represent how the discrete points in Ω (or the mesh) depend on a. It is these quantities and the evaluation ofB a that we wish to avoid altogether. Of course, it is also possible to apply the finite difference technique directly to the sensitivity equation (4) . Thus, we transform the sensitivity equation toΩ as for (3) 
The right-hand side vector contains the forcing function and boundary conditions (analogous to the construction ofb).
Note that the linear systems for Dũ N Da in (7) and fors N in (8) share the same system matrix. The differences in the right-hand sides reflect differences in the meaning of Dũ N Da ands N . As implied by our notation "D" in (7), when differentiation is performed on the discretized equations, the total (or material) derivative ofũ N is computed. Thus, these sensitivities capture the "convective" behavior of the solution as a is varied. This behavior is represented by the first two terms on the right-hand side below,
This should be compared tos N , which is the approximation ( ∂u ∂a ) N (the operations on u here are differentiation, then transformation, then approximation). By comparing (7) and (8), we see that differentiating the approximation introduces terms to the calculations from the following identity:
In the next section, we outline a methodology that bypasses the above calculations resulting in more efficient sensitivity calculations. We point out that this methodology will not produce exactly the same end result that would be obtained by performing AD in the traditional fashion. In other words,
as the first expression contains truncation errors from approximating the sensitivity equation, while the second expression contains the derivative of the truncation errors from approximating the state PDE. These errors will not be the same. However, in many cases, they both vanish as the approximations are refined. This observation motivates the notion of asymptotic consistency [2, 3] , justifying the use of the CSE to obtain gradients in an optimal design algorithm.
AD strategies.
AD is a chain-rule-based technique for evaluating the derivatives of functions defined by a high-level language computer program. AD relies on the fact that all computer programs, no matter how complicated, use a finite set of elementary functions. The function computed by the program is simply a composition of these elementary functions. The partial derivatives of these elementary functions are known, and thus derivatives of the function can be computed by propagating these derivatives via the chain rule. An introduction to AD can be found in [16] . Downloaded 05/27/14 to 128.173.125.76. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php Abstractly, the program to evaluate the solution u as a function of a (generally an m-vector) has the form
where the intermediate variables z are related through a series of these elementary functions which may be unary,
consisting of operations such as ( -, pow(·), sin(·), . . . ), or binary,
AD has two basic modes of operation, the forward mode and the reverse mode. In the forward mode the derivatives are propagated along with the computation, e.g., in the elementary step
da , can be propagated in the forward mode as
This propagation is done for all the intermediate variables z and for the output variables u. This process eventually produces the desired derivative 
At the end of this procedure we obtain the derivative du da . However, the reverse mode requires saving the entire function computation, since the propagation is done backward through the computation. Hence, the partials
need to be stored for the derivative computation in (9) making the reverse mode potentially prohibitive due to memory requirements. An application of AD to the discretized PDE solution results in the computation of additional terms involving the mesh. In the reverse mode these terms are stored and subsequently used for the derivative computation. This adds to the computational and memory requirements and adversely affects the performance in the reverse mode. These extra memory requirements are not necessary in the forward mode. The usage of reverse mode of AD is important for calculating gradients; the cheap gradient theorem [16] tells us that the gradient of any nonlinear function can be calculated for less than the cost of five function evaluations in the reverse mode of AD.
ADMAT (automatic differentiation for MATLAB) is an AD tool that can be applied to functions written for MATLAB [12] . ADMIT-1 is a MATLAB toolbox, which uses a generic AD plug-in tool (e.g., ADMAT or ADOL-C [17] ) to compute the gradient and the (possibly sparse) Jacobian and Hessian matrices. The requirements from the users are minimal: the user is simply required to supply the code for the function computation and identify the variables. For complete information on using ADMIT-1, we refer the interested reader to the ADMIT-1 user manual [13] . ADMAT and ADMIT-1 are used to obtain the numerical results in section 4.
3. Methodology: Differentiation of an equivalent problem. In this section, we consider an AD methodology that avoids the need for mesh sensitivities. To facilitate this, we introduce a simple example: Let f (a) be a function that is defined for a ∈ P. Furthermore, assume f is differentiable over the set P and define a new function g with independent variables a ∈ P and α ∈ (− , ) as
The following statements are obviously true:
Therefore, we have shifted the task of finding the derivative of f with respect to a to finding the derivative of g with respect to α at α = 0.
In the sections below, we introduce a new parameter α and define a modified equivalent problem to aid our sensitivity analysis. While the example function g seems contrived, since we need to find df da (a) in order to construct g in the first place, it motivates how we can construct an equivalent problem to compute the derivatives we desire. This idea is used to construct a modified problem (PDE). Typically, we need only to define modified forcing functions and boundary conditions using the technique above. Since the modified problem is defined at the abstract level before any approximations are considered, it may be possible to perform minor modifications to an existing algorithm to produce a solution to this modified problem. Moreover, unlike the simple contrived example above, this problem definition does not require the sensitivity solution a priori but rather leads to the sensitivity solution. AD of this modified algorithm with respect to the parameter α produces an algorithm for approximating the CSE. The advantages of obviating differentiation of the algorithm with respect to a is that mesh sensitivities are not required. This has significant computational advantages as we demonstrate in section 4.
The procedure is illustrated in Figure 2 . The typical application of AD follows the upper right path; first the PDE is approximated and then AD is applied. This is different from the continuous sensitivity approach along the lower left path, which first derives a linear PDE (the CSE) for the sensitivity variables and then performs approximation. The methodology below creates a modified PDE such that the approximation of this modified PDE yields the same result as approximating the original PDE. However, when AD is applied, it produces an approximation to the CSE (and inherits all of the advantages and disadvantages of doing so). Downloaded 05/27/14 to 128.173.125.76. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php Note that the operator A a (u) may depend on the parameter a. If this is the case, it results in adding a forcing function to the CSE in addition to ∂f ∂a . This additional forcing function may also be a function of u, and the combined forcing function g(u) reflects this dependence.
Next, we use the parameter α and introduce a differential equation for v = v(x, y; a, α) as follows. First of all, to construct a forcing function, we add α times the forcing function in (11) to the forcing function in (10) . Next, we add α times the boundary conditions of the sensitivity equation (11) to the corresponding boundary conditions in the PDE (10) . This leads to the following PDE with a solution v: We now show that the sensitivity of v in (12) with respect to α (our r above) evaluated at α = 0 is the same as s in (4). It is easy to see that the derivative of the forcing function in (12) with respect to α gives the forcing function in (4). We now consider the boundary condition expressions in (12) . Differentiating the Dirichlet boundary condition in (12) It is important to point out that the parameter α has no influence on the geometry of the problem, only on the forcing function and the boundary conditions that are applied. Therefore, we propose modifying the software so that it approximates (12) instead of approximating (3). Then, application of AD tools results in software that produces an approximation to the CSE (11) and all of the unnecessary calculations associated with the mesh sensitivities are avoided.
Implementation details.
We now discuss the implementation of this AD methodology for the two examples in section 2. Each example requires that we modify the approximation scheme for the PDE so that it approximates an augmented PDE. Fortunately, these modifications are only necessary in the routines that calculate forcing functions and boundary conditions. These routines typically account for a small percentage of the code.
The modification of the forcing function is straightforward. If we can explicitly differentiate the forcing function with respect to a, then this function can be modified to accept another argument, α, and return the value of f + α( ∂f ∂a ). In the event that the code to evaluate f is complicated, AD can be used to compute The treatment of the boundary conditions is more complex and will be specified for each example shortly. For now, we describe where this complexity arises. If we consider a boundary condition of the form r = ∂û ∂a − ∇v · Π a (as appears in (13)), this cannot be implemented by differentiating a program with the boundary condition
Since most differentiated code solves for v and r simultaneously, we can't expect v (and ∇v in particular) to be available before we calculate r. Current AD tools generally don't have information about the structure of the problem (where the equations for v and r can be decoupled), so this type of structure needs to be exposed to the AD tools. Therefore, the boundary condition routine needs to be modified so that it imposes the condition v + α∇v · Π a =û + α ∂û ∂a even though α will eventually be set to zero. Using this modified boundary condition allows us to impose
in the differentiated code (which is our desired boundary condition when α = 0). Downloaded 05/27/14 to 128.173.125.76. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php Application to the nonlinear two-point boundary value problem. We consider the implementation for the problem in section 2.1. In order to approximate the sensitivity equation using our AD tools, we consider the following two-point boundary value problem instead: Note that changes in the algorithm to compute an approximation to v rather than to u occur only in the implementation of the boundary conditions and that
and
The finite element approximation of (1) leads to a system of nonlinear algebraic equations. These equations can be solved, e.g., using Newton's method. In this case, an update of the solution δu is constructed to improve the current guess of the solution. The boundary conditions for the update are In the algebraic system, the last boundary condition takes the form
where L is considered to be an approximation to L a (u), or the Jacobian of the nonlinear algebraic equations. For the modified problem, the boundary conditions for the update of v are
The second boundary condition can be implemented as (14) with respect to α, rather than to problem (1) with respect to a. The required modification only occurs in a few lines of MATLAB code.
Application to the Laplace equation in two dimensions.
To use our AD methodology on the problem in section 2.2, we need to modify the finite difference algorithm so that it approximates Once again, the modification of the boundary conditions is more challenging. Dirichlet boundary conditions in a finite difference approximation of (3) may be implemented by creating rows in the system matrix that imposẽ u(ξ, η = 0) = sin(πx(ξ, η = 0)) for ξ = ∆ξ, 2∆ξ, . . . , 1 − ∆ξ.
The boundary condition for (15) can be implemented by imposing
where the terms ∂ṽ ∂ξ and ∂ṽ ∂η are implemented via finite differences, a central difference for ∂ṽ ∂ξ (as described in section 2.2), and a one-sided difference for ∂ṽ ∂η . This modification requires the addition of nonzero elements in the system matrix A as in the previous example (in general, we would also need to make additions tob, but this could be handled in the same way as the forcing function). By modifyingÃ in this way, the proper boundary conditions are realized when AD is performed with respect to α.
• FLOPs for the forward mode. In the modified problem, the required floating point operations (FLOPs) are expected to be less than in the original problem since the computation of mesh sensitivities is avoided. Hence, this measure indicates the amount of computation that can be saved using the modified problem. FLOP1 in Tables 1 and 2 represents the FLOPs for the modified problem and FLOP2 represents the FLOPs for the original problem. These calculations are made using the forward mode of AD. The problem size, N , (the solution is of size N in the 1-D problem and of size N × N in the 2-D problem) is varied to demonstrate how these savings scale.
• Space complexity for the reverse mode. This quantity measures the memory requirements for the reverse mode of AD. Recall that the reverse mode requires storing the function trace for the derivative computation. Hence, this measure indicates how much space is saved by avoiding the mesh sensitivity terms. In Tables 1 and 2 , SPACE1 represents the space complexity (the number of floating point numbers that are stored) for the modified problem and SPACE2 is the space complexity for the original problem.
• FLOPs for the reverse mode. This measure indicates how much computation can be saved by avoiding the mesh sensitivities in the reverse mode. In Tables 1 and 2 , RFLOP1 represents the FLOPs for the modified problem in the reverse mode, while RFLOP2 represents the corresponding FLOPs for the original problem.
Nonlinear two-point boundary value problem.
We begin by discussing results for the nonlinear two-point boundary value problem introduced in sections 2.1 and 3.2. AD is applied to the original finite element code for (1) as well as to the modified code to approximate (14) . The values of our three metrics are listed in Table  1 for various problem sizes. We observe significant gains in terms of both FLOPs (for both modes) and space requirements. All three performance metrics are more or less independent of problem size. This can be explained by the fact that the complexity of the linear system in the finite element code is linear in the problem size, N (every nonlinear equation solved converged in five iterations). The amount of time required to define the mesh and the finite element matrix is also linear in the problem size, hence, the FLOPs gain remains essentially constant. In addition, the amount of space allocated to define the mesh is proportional to N , causing the memory savings to be independent of N .
The FLOPs in the forward mode and the FLOPs and space complexity in the reverse mode are displayed in Figures 3, 5, and 4 , respectively. Note that in each case, these metrics behave linearly in N .
The sensitivity solution. AD of the modified problem computes the sensitivity solution correctly. Figure 6 displays the 2 -norm of the error between the sensitivity solution computed using the methodology of section 3 and the correct analytic sensitivity. The analytic sensitivity is obtained by differentiating u ex and evaluating it at the nodes of the finite element mesh.
In the next section we produce the results for the 2-D Laplace equation problem, where the gains are more dramatic, especially in terms of memory requirements. Downloaded 05/27/14 to 128.173.125.76. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php Table 2 provides computational metrics for AD of the 2-D problem introduced in sections 2.2 and 3.2. Results are provided for various problem sizes. In this case, the trend is that the improvement in the FLOPs requirement diminishes with increasing problem size. This is explained by the fact that the most expensive step in the computation is the solution of the linear system. This step dominates defining the mesh, the system matrix, etc. Therefore, the difference in the FLOPs required to compute the different right-hand sides becomes negligible.
Laplace equation in two dimensions.
The FLOPs requirement in the reverse mode depends on both the space complexity metric (since all stored derivatives need to be accessed again in the reverse pass) as well as the FLOPs to perform the derivative calculations themselves. Hence, in the reverse mode, the FLOPs gain is greater than that in the forward mode. However, the dependence of the space complexity metric on the FLOPs count is insignificant compared to the FLOPs required to perform the linear system solve. Figures 7 and 9 display how the FLOPs in the forward mode and reverse mode compare for the two AD methodologies. The substantial order-of-magnitude gain in space complexity can be seen in Figure 8 .
The efficiency of the code generated by our AD methodology compares favorably with software written specifically to solve the CSE. We display the FLOPs requirements for solving the CSE using AD of the modified problem as well as traditional application of AD in Table 3 . Note that there is very little overhead involved with this AD approach over a direct approximation. These results correspond to the same approximation of the CSE that is used for the PDE. The sensitivity solution. The 2 -norm of the error in sensitivity calculations versus problem size is plotted in Figure 10 . As in section 4.1, the exact solution is defined by evaluating the analytic sensitivity at the N × N finite difference nodes. Again, we see that accurate sensitivity solutions are calculated using AD of the modified problem.
Analysis of the numerical results.
These results show that a sometimes dramatic, and usually substantial, gain in terms of FLOPs and memory requirements can be achieved by using the modified problem. To develop an a priori estimate of the potential gains of this AD methodology, we present the following recipe. Consider the following PDE solution code which can be broadly divided into two main parts: the code to define the mesh and the code for computing the solution. Consider a general template (here a denotes the independent variables, e.g., the shape parameters): end For generality, we assume a multiparameter case. Assume the number of parameters is given by p. In the above framework, the various complexities can now be estimated by
• FLOPs for the forward mode. For AD of the modified problem, the FLOPs will be FLOP1 = F m + (p + 1)F s , while for the original problem it will be
If F m is substantial, i.e., the mesh definition requires a lot of computation as in elliptic grid generation [20] , then a significant gain can be expected. for the reverse mode of AD will be RFLOP1 = FLOP1 + µSPACE1 while for the original problem it will be RFLOP2 = FLOP2 + µSPACE2, where µ is constant which determines the FLOPs required to save and access one unit of memory (stored for accessing in the reverse pass). The gain is
Comments and conclusions.
To summarize, recall that when a problem has a parameter-dependent domain, differentiating the discrete form of the equations (the traditional use of AD) can lead to mesh sensitivities. These terms lead to additional computations and storage in the differentiated code. This extra computation can be avoided by using AD to generate code to approximate the CSE. Minor modifications to the original software were outlined for two example problems so that AD of the modified code produced the desired result. Numerical experiments indicated that the number of FLOPs and the required memory were both reduced when this methodology was applied. In some cases, the savings were substantial (up to 25% improvement in the FLOPs requirements for a 1-D finite element problem and better than 10-fold improvement in the memory requirements for a 2-D finite difference problem). These are savings over and above the calculation of the mesh sensitivity terms themselves. In the previous section, we provided formulae that can be used to estimate the amount of savings that this AD methodology will produce.
The methodology is useful in problems where the domain is fixed, yet M a is still parameter dependent (e.g., this occurs when adaptive mesh refinement strategies are used). To handle this case with AD, the mesh is simply specified as a fixed constant (it is possible to do this in most AD software). The CSE are solved on this mesh using the technique described in section 3. Since the approximation takes place after the differentiation, sensitivities are found without mesh derivatives [5] . Note that fixing the mesh is also possible in the approximate-then-differentiate approach if the domain is not parameter dependent.
This methodology has no benefit in problems where M a = M, however, as the operations of differentiation and approximation commute in this case. For this situation, it is better to apply AD to the original code (with respect to a) than to apply the proposed AD methodology (with respect to α).
In some instances, the modification of the boundary conditions can be very difficult. Programs which are set up to handle zero Dirichlet boundary conditions may not have the capability of treating nontrivial data without some significant program modification. These cases require extending the solution vector to include the boundary points and increasing the size of the system matrix. These changes may not be Downloaded 05/27/14 to 128.173.125.76. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php straightforward when this occurs and the benefits reported in section 4 need to be weighed against the resources required to perform the necessary changes. It's possible that the traditional application of AD is more attractive in this case.
Our methodology was presented for the situation where either the boundary conditions, forcing functions, or the shape of the domain was parameter dependent. However, it can be extended to a more general case when, for example, A a has other dependencies on a, such as parameter-dependent coefficients. When this situation occurs, the CSE contains additional functions of u. These extra terms can be combined with the function g(u) in problem (4) . The implementation of this methodology can be more difficult in this case since we need to extract the necessary code out of the computation of A a (u N ) in order to build the modified right-hand side.
This approach is applicable to a wide variety of PDE approximation schemes. In this work, we have demonstrated the applicability of this approach for PDEs that are approximated with either finite differences or finite element methods. However, one should take the point of view that AD is being used to approximate the sensitivity equation in these problems. Therefore the success of this approach comes from the fact that the approximation scheme can be changed so that it approximates a modified PDE (and that these modifications are small, occurring in a small portion of the code). The application of AD to this modified code will yield the desired sensitivity solution.
